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Sanctions, Retorsions and Countermeasures: Concepts and International
Legal Framework
Tom Ruys1
1. Introd ction: sanctions

hat s in a name?

Sanctions are a common feature of international relations, and frequently make for headlines in the
news. Yet, for all the common parlance of sanctions by the United Nations, by regional organizations
and by individual States, the concept is used to refer to measures that are fundamentally different from
a legal perspective. A single authoritative definition is lacking. Overall, it seems possible to discern
h ee app oache o defining he concep of anc ion . A fi app oach i p po e-oriented and
focuses on a mea e objective to respond to a breach of a legal norm. A second approach instead
focuses on the identity of the author of the measures concerned, and limits the concept to measures
adopted by an international organization (and in accordance with its constituent instrument). A third
approach, prominent in international relations theory, defines sanctions by reference to the type of
measures undertaken, and construes it as referring to economic sanctions, such as import and export
restrictions against certain countries, or asset freezes targeting specific individuals or entities.
First, a anc ion i ome imes understood as referring to any measure taken against a State to
compel i o obe in e na ional la o o p ni h i fo a b each of in e na ional la .2 This purposeoriented understanding is borrowed from an analogy with the national sphere, where sanctions
generally represent a range of action that can be taken against a person who has transgressed a legal
norm .3 T an po ed o he in e na ional phe e, he idea of anc ion a a ool o enfo ce in e na ional
legal norms is intrinsically linked to the long-standing debate over whether international law
l ima el con i e la p ope l o e med.4 As is well-known, some scholars most prominent
among them the 19th-century legal philosopher John Austin have answered in the negative, on the
basis that he q alifica ion of la i e e ed o a command backed b anc ion ,5 and absent a
hierarchically superior judge and enforcer of laws no such sanction allegedly exists in respect of
international rights and obligations. This view has, however, been rebutted by a substantial body of
legal doctrine which has d a n a en ion o he fac ha he A inian ie of in e na ional la a no
mo e han po i i e mo ali
e on a fal e pa allel be een na ional and in e na ional la (con ider
e.g. the fact that in domestic proceedings between a private citizen and the state, there is no tool to
fo ce he a ho i ie o implemen an ad e e ling),6 as well as to the fact that the availability of
tools for enforcement relates to the effecti ene of he la , a he han o i q alifica ion a la .7
Furthermore, international law is not purely a pape ige . Apart from the possibility of UN
sanctions, international law leaves room for self-help by States by taking non-forcible measures
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against offenders. The extent to which such self-help is permitted, has been defined in some detail by
the International Law Commission (ILC) in its 2001 Articles on the Responsibility of States for
Internationally Wrongful Acts (ARSIWA)8 and the 2011 Draft Articles on the Responsibility of
International Organizations (DARIO),9 and their respective Commentaries, in particular in the sections
codifying he le on co n e mea e . At the same time, two observations are due. First, while the
two instruments offer authoritative guidance on the law of international responsibility, several delicate
questions e.g., concerning the permissibility of measures against offenders that harm community
interests remain unanswered. Second, he ILC work does not contemplate punitive action against
offenders. The ARSIWA Commentary observes, for instance, that, in contrast with domestic law, there
ha been no de elopmen of penal con eq ence fo S a e of b eache of ( ) f ndamen al no m of
international law.10 J
a he ILC ejec
he idea of p ni i e damage ,11 it stresses that
countermeasures must be proportionate to the original wrongful act(s), and reversible, and should be
aimed (only) at obtaining compliance with the law.
Second, the concep of anc ion i ome ime limi ed o mea e adop ed b an in e na ional
o gani a ion, and in acco dance i h he o gani a ion
le . Thi (author-oriented) approach is
reflected, for instance, in the work of the ILC on international responsibility, where the language of
anc ion i la gel ab en , and he foc
i in ead on e o ion and, in pa ic la ,
co n e mea e . On those sparse occasions where the ILC refers to he concep of anc ion , it
construes the concept in a rather narrow fashion. The ARSIWA Commentary, for instance, notes that
the latter e m ha been ed for measures taken in accordance with the constituent instrument of
some international organization, in particular under Chapter VII of the [UN Charter] .12 The
Commentary adds that the e m i imp eci e , in ha Chap e VII efe onl o a io
mea e
which the Council can take.13 The DARIO uses the concept in an even more restrictive manner, and
speaks of mea e
hich an o gani a ion ma be en i led to adopt against its members according to
i
le (emphasis added)14 one co ld al o peak of in i ional anc ion in hi con e . In legal
doctrine, one can discern a similar tendency o confining he concep of anc ion o ac nde aken
by international organizations, whereas the acts of individual States are mostly framed in terms of
co n e mea e .15 As will be explained below, however, such attempt to distinguish between the
two terms on the basis of the identity of the author of the measures concerned is legally inaccurate, and
mo eo e igno e he fac ha he anc ion label is also commonly used to refer to measures adopted
by States.
A third approach to defining anc ion
prominent in international relations theory and discourse
focuses on the type of measures adopted, and construes the notion as referring specifically to a variety
of economic measures, notably embargoes (whether of a general nature or limited to the trade of
ce ain good (e.g., a m ce ain mine al e o ce , ), impo and e po e ic ion ,16 as well as
8
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(increasingly popular) targeted sanctions, such as asset freezes, travel bans etc. This approach excludes
other institutional sanctions by international organizations against their Member States, involving, for
instance, expulsion or the suspension of voting rights. The archetypical example are the sanctions
adopted by the UN Security Council pursuant to Article 41 of the UN Charter,17 and which are
gene all moni o ed b one of he Co ncil Sanc ion Commi ee .18 It is these sanctions that form
the object of study of the present edited volume. Before having a closer look at the various dimensions
of, and challenges related to, UN sanctions, however, it must be emphasized that the UN is not the
only organization to adopt measures of this type. Indeed, the past several decades have witnessed a
proliferation of such sanctions applied by regional and sub-regional organizations, especially in
Europe and Africa. A background paper prepared for the recent High-Level Review of UN Sanctions,
for instance, identified 48 situations where the EU had cho en o adop anc ion (o e ic i e
mea e as the EU prefers to label them), and 11 situations where the AU had adopted such
sanctions.19 Con a o he DARIO Commen a
nde anding of anc ion men ioned abo e, he e
anc ion a e no nece a il aken b he in e na ional o gani a ion conce ned again i membe .
There is, for instance, a clear distinction between the different sanctions regimes adopted by the
European Union and the African Union respectively: if the AU sanctions are targeted against AU
Member States, the opposite is true for those adopted by the EU.20 Finally, whereas the ILC seems to
ega d anc ion a mea e adop ed nde he a pice of an in e na ional o gani a ion (see supra),
in international relations the concept is also understood as referring to measures taken by individual
States. Indeed, long before the advent of the so-called anc ion decade ,21 individual countries
already used economic sanctions a an impo an in men of fo eign polic , less dangerous than
military force, but more serious and sometimes more effective than diplomacy alone. 22 The
increased recourse by the UN Security Council to the sanctions tool since the end of the Cold War has
not reversed this trend quite the contrary. Today, numerous countries adopt economic sanctions of a
more general nature, and keep lists of designated persons and en i ie ha a e bjec o a ge ed
sanctions.23 Often, such sanctions merely tend to implement binding measures adopted by the UN
Security Council pursuant to Article 41 UN Charter. Yet, individual countries (and regional
organizations) also have recour e o a onomo
anctions, which do not rest on a pre-existing
Security Council resolution. The Russian intervention in Ukraine in March 2014, for instance,
triggered autonomous sanctions from the EU, as well as from countries as diverse as e.g., the United
States, Canada, Australia, New Zealand and Japan.
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There is moreover a fundamental difference between the la e nde anding of anc ion , and he
purpose-oriented understanding discussed above. Indeed, in international relations the concept of
anc ion efe o a certain type of measures, but which can serve a variety of purposes, namely: (i) to
coerce or change behaviour; (ii) to constrain access to resources needed to engage in certain activities,
or (iii) to signal and stigmatize.24 Allegations have also often been made of sanctions serving punitive
purposes, albeit that the UN Security Council and the Court of Justice of the EU have both stressed
their inherently preventive character.25 As illustrated in the next section of this volume, sanctions can
serve a wide variety of functions. Prominent examples are the prevention of WMD proliferation,
counter-terrorism, human rights promotion and post-conflict peacebuilding, yet the foregoing list is
clearly not exhaustive. What is key for present purposes is that such economic sanctions and targeted
sanctions are not necessarily a reaction to a prior breach of international law (and aimed at halting
such breach (or punishing the offender)). Thus, even if the Council is undergoing a process of
substantive formalization whereby sanctions are increasingly framed as reactions to prior breaches of
in e na ional la (e.g., agg e ion, apa heid, e of child oldie , a c ime , ), hi i no al ays
the case. Ultimately, in order to adopt binding sanctions, the Council need not (and very often does
not) find a breach of international law, but must (only) find he e i ence of a h ea o he peace, a
b each of he peace o an ac of agg e ion in the sense of Article 39 UN Charter. By analogy, it is
clear that sanctions adopted by individual States such as the notorious US sanctions imposed on
Cuba pursuant to the Helms-Burton Act26
often serve foreign policy purposes of the State(s)
concerned, without necessarily constituting a reaction to a prior breach of international law. At times,
whether or not sanctions can qualify as a reaction to a prior breach of international law may be
unclear. Thus, whereas the sanctions imposed by the EU and by various individual States against
R ia in 2014 can a g abl be f amed a a e pon e o R ia
nla f l eco e o fo ce again ,
and intervention in, Ukraine, other situations may be less clear-c . In hi anal i of he EU
sanctions against Iran adopted in 2012, for instance, Dupont suggests that the existence of a wrongful
ac on he pa of I an i d bio in hi ca e .27 Nonetheless, from an international law perspective,
this aspect makes all the difference.
Again, while the present volume focuses on UN sanctions,28 this chapter takes a different approach in
that it aims at giving a broader overview of the concepts of sanctions and countermeasures and the
overarching international legal framework. At the outset, a note of caution is due. In spite of the
laudable efforts of the ILC, the issue of enforcement by means of non-forcible measures is and
remains one of he lea de eloped a ea of in e na ional la .29 Notwithstanding its importance, it
remains plagued by a variety of delicate controversies and grey areas. The p e en chap e aim i
essentially to map the main knowns and, perhaps even more so, the main unknowns. An in-depth
treatment of all of these controversies is beyond the scope of the present chapter.
Section 2 looks at the exten o hich anc ion ma con i e me e nf iendl
e o ion ha
largely operate below the radar of international law. In the alternative, Section 3 examines the main
24
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accepted legal bases which may justify the recourse to sanctions by States and organizations. Section 4
turns to the controversy over the legality of third-party countermeasures. Section 5 concludes.

2. Embargoes and targeted sanctions as retorsions unregulated by international law?
A men ioned abo e, he ILC
o k on S a e responsibility pays scant attention to the concept of
anc ion , in ead foc ing on he no ion of e o ion and co n e mea e . The latter are a
fo m of elf-help , he eb a S a e b eaches an international obligation incumbent upon it, pursuant
to, and in response to, a prior breach of international law by another State. Subject to certain
conditions, further dealt with below, countermeasures are not regarded as wrongful acts on the part of
he S a e aking hem. Re o ion a e, ho e e , f ndamentally different in that they involve
measures of discourtesy or unfriendliness vis-à-vis another State but which are a priori not
inconsistent with any international obligation of the State engaging in them.30 Retorsions may
constitute a response to a prior internationally wrongful act, but (contrary to what is true for
countermeasures) this must not necessarily be the case. While there is no universal agreement,
e o ion i idel ega ded a a f eedom (a oppo ed o a igh o hich ce ain limi a ions may
appl ) and i acco dingl la gel
n eg la ed b in e na ional la .31 Thus, retorsions need not
necessarily be temporary or reversible, and may possibly contain a punitive element.32
Tha S a e (o in e na ional o gani a ion ) ma adop nf iendl mea e again o he S a e (o
international organizations) as long as these do not involve a potential internationally wrongful act
seems self-evident. The difficulty, however, resides in determining whether or not certain measures do
or do not amount to a breach of an international obligation of the State (or organization) engaging in
them in the first place. In the case of a withdrawal of purely voluntary aid programmes or a severance
of diplomatic relations,33 it will normally be clear that no such breach is involved. In other situations,
however, careful scrutiny of the measure may be needed under relevant customary law, bilateral treaty
law and multilateral treaty law. Thus, a certain measure may well qualify as a retorsion when taken by
State A against State B, but not in the relationship between State A and State C, because their treaty
relations are different (e.g., when the measure infringes a bilateral treaty of friendship and commerce
concluded between A and C). In this context, one may also have to examine the extent to which
certain treaty rights are subjected to some form of conditionality, as is the case for numerous trade
agreements between the EU and third countries, which contain so-called e en ial elemen cla es.34
From the perspective of the retorsion/countermeasure-dichotomy, the adoption of embargoes and other
economic and targeted sanctions in particular gives rise to a number of questions.
First, economic sanctions at first sight appear difficult to reconcile with the customary prohibition of
in e en ion in he in e nal o e e nal affai of o e eign S a e , hich find ecogni ion in a ide
30
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158,
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at 18-19).
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variety of multilateral and bilateral treaties, as well as in a number of UN General Assembly
resolutions.35 The linchpin of the duty of non-intervention is that it only covers acts that qualify as
coe ci e .36 O he i e, he e m in e en ion i concei ed a efe ing onl o ac in ended o fo ce
a policy change in the target State.
Various instruments indicate that the non-in e en ion p inciple eq all e end o economic
coe cion . Th , he OAS Cha e p oclaim ha no S a e may use or encourage the use of coercive
measures of an economic or political character in order to force the sovereign will of another State
and obtain from it advantages of any kind .37 A comparable provision can be found inter alia in the
1970 UN General Assembly Friendly Relations Declaration.38 Reference can also be made to the UN
Gene al A embl
ann al e ol ion condemning he US emba go again C ba, hich inter alia
refer to the non-intervention principle.39 Additionally, when US President Obama issued a new
Executive Order imposing financial sanctions on at least seven Venezuelan officials in March 2015,40
numerous Latin American States criticized this move,41 with the Union of South American Nations
(UNASUR) i ing a a emen deno ncing he interventionist threat to sovereignty and the principle
of non-in e fe ence in he in e nal affai of o he co n ie .42
More generally, reference must be made to the bi-annual resolutions adopted by the General Assembly
on nila e al economic mea e a a mean of poli ical and economic coe cion against developing
co n ie , and the yearly resolutions on h man igh and nila e al coe ci e mea e .43 Thus, in
resolution 70/185 (adopted by 131 votes in favour to 2 against and 49 abstentions), the General
Assembly urged the international community to adopt urgent and effective measures to eliminate the
use of unilateral coercive economic measures against developing countries that are not authorized by
relevant organs of the United Nations or are inconsistent with the principles of international law as
set forth in the Charter of the United Nations and that contravene the basic principles of the
multilateral trading system. 44

35
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14-150, at § 205.
37
Charter of the Organization of American States, Bogotá, 2 U.S.T. 2394 (Article 20 of the revised treaty).
38
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See e.g.: GA Re . 62/3, 30 Oc obe 2007, Nece i of ending he economic, comme cial and financial emba go impo ed
b he Uni ed S a e of Ame ica again C ba , (adop ed b 184 o e o 4).
40
United States White House, Fac Shee : Vene ela E ec i e O de , 9 Ma ch 2015, https://www.whitehouse.gov/thepress-office/2015/03/09/fact-sheet-venezuela-executive-order.
41
See, e.g., Remarks by the President of Argentina, Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner, in her Address to the Seventh Summit of
the Americas, April 2015, OEA/Ser.E CA-VII/INF.7/15, 3-4; Speech by President Rafael Correa of Ecuador During the
Plenary of the Seventh Summit of the Americas, April 2015, OEA/Ser.E CA-VII/INF.13/15, 2.
42
UNASUR, Com nicado de la Uni n de Nacione S ame icana ob e el Dec e o Ejec i o del Gobierno de los Estados
Unido
ob e
Vene ela ,
Q i o,
14
Ma ch
2015,
a ailable
a
http://www.unasursg.org/images/especial/Comunicado%20por%20Decreto%20EEUU.pdf. The US sanctions against
Vene ela e e al o condemned b he 33 CELAC Membe co n ie in a Comm niq of he Comm ni of La inAmerican and Caribbean States in solidarity wi h he Boli a ian Rep blic of Vene ela da ed 26 Ma ch 2015 ( e
reproduced at http://www.telesurtv.net/english/news/CELAC-Unanimously-Passes-Resolution-in-Support-of-Venezuela20150326-0021.html). The e ol ion imila l efe o he p inciple of non-in e fe ence in he in e nal affai of he a e .
43
See e.g., GA Res. 70/151, 17 December 2015; GA Res. 70/185, 22 December 2015; GA Res. 69/180, 18 December 2014,
GA Res. 68/162, 18 December 2013; GA Res. 68/200, 20 December 2013; GA Res. 67/170, 20 December 2012.
44
GA Res. 70/185, 22 December 2015. See in a similar vein: UNCTAD, the Doha Mandate (26 April 2012), Doc TD/L.427,
pa a. 25 ( ongl
ging S a e to refrain from promulgating and applying any unilateral economic financial, or trade
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Against this, it has been argued that the traditional position in international law is that States are in
principle free to determine with whom they want to conduct trade or not. In the words of Lauterpacht:
in the absence of explicit conventional obligations, particularly those laid down in commercial
treaties, a state is entitled to prevent altogether goods from a foreign state from coming into its
territory .45 It has also been argued that the principle of non-intervention has been significantly eroded
as a result of State practice, and that the frequent use of sanctions by the US and other countries
constitutes persuasive evidence that no clear norm exists in customary law against the use of economic
sanctions.46 Interestingly, in the Nicaragua case, Nica ag a d e he Co
a en ion o a e ie of
measures of economic constraint, i.e. the cessation of economic aid, a 90 percent reduction in the
sugar quota for US imports from Nicaragua, and, ultimately, a trade embargo, which, it argued, added
up to a systematic violation of the principle of non-intervention .47 Eventually, however, the Court
concl ded i a unable to regard such action on the economic plane as is here complained of as a
breach of the customary-law principle of non-intervention .48 This dictum confirms that embargoes
are not necessarily contrary to customary international law and indicates that any prohibition of
economic intervention must be narrowly construed.49 Equally illustrative in this context is the fact that
he ILC ARSIWA Commentary e plici l ecogni e ha ac of e o ion ma incl de emba goe
of a io kind .50
In the end, it remains altogether unclear to what extent exactly the principle of non-intervention
prohibits certain economic sanctions. Having regard to State practice and relevant resolutions of the
Gene al A embl , fo in ance, Elagab concl de ha there are no rules of international law which
categorically pronounce either on the prima-facie legality or prima-facie illegality of economic
coercion .51 In 1993, a UN panel of experts found insufficient consensus in international law to allow
any instrument to be formed on the matter.52 The question has continued to puzzle legal doctrine.
Jamnejad and Wood note that a withdrawal of benefits is less likely to contravene the non-intervention
principle than more direct action such as embargoes.53 Otherwise, they suggest, the answer lies in the
elemen of coe cion .54 Thus, a trade embargo by State A against State B is deemed more likely to
breach the non-intervention principle when State B is highly reliant on trade with State A (again, the
US trade embargo against Cuba strikes as the obvious example of a highly coercive regime). Yet, the
somewhat odd implication then is that, the more effective economic sanctions are in achieving their
(often coercive) purpose, the more likely they will be incompatible with the non-intervention
principle. Others have claimed that economic coercion becomes unlawful when it serves an improper
motive or purpose55 - although such suggestions inevitably introduce an element of legal uncertainty
and subjectivity in the analysis. Some in particular emphasize that the non-intervention principle has a

measures not in accordance with international law and the Charter of the United Nations that impedes the full achievement
of economic and social development, particularly in developing countries, that affects commercial interests. ).
45
H. La e pach , Bo co in in e na ional ela ion , (1933) 14 British Yb. I.L. 125, at 130, 140.
46
B.E. Carter, International Economic Sanctions: improving the haphazard U.S. legal regime (Cambride: CUP)(1988), at 6.
See also N.D. White and A. Abass, loc. cit., supra n. 15, at 551.
47
ICJ, Nicaragua, loc. cit., supra n. 36, at §§ 244-245.
48
Ibid.
49
M. Jamnejad and M. Wood, loc. cit., supra n. 35, at 370.
50
ILC, loc. cit., supra n. 8, at 128.
51
O.Y. Elagab, The legality of non-forcible counter-measures in international law (Oxford: Clarendon Press)(1988), at 212213.
52
See UN Secretary-Gene al, Economic mea e a a mean of poli ical and economic coe cion again de eloping
co n ie , 25 Oc obe 1993, UN Doc. A/48/535. See also M. Jamnejad and M. Wood, loc. cit., supra n. 35, at 370, note 106.
53
M. Jamnejad and M. Wood, loc. cit., supra n. 35, at 371.
54
Ibid., at 370.
55
R.B. Lillich, Economic coe cion and he in e na ional legal o de , (1975) 51 International Affairs, at 366; D.W. Bowett,
Rep i al in ol ing eco e o a med fo ce , (1972) 66 A.J.I.L., at 3-7.
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core element, prohibiting coercion of political independence.56 In a similar vien, Giegerich suggests
that one ho ld look a bo h he p po e of he e o ion and i coe ci e fo ce: [e]ven though a
specific measure of retorsion does not as such violate international law, its use for an illegitimate end,
namely an intervention, will render it unlawful if its coercive force is strong enough to pose a serious
threat to the self-determination of the target State with regard to its domaine réservé. 57 By contrast,
Tzanakopoulos concludes that there is no pre-determined core of matters over which States can at all
times decide freely, and that there is accordingly no fundamental right to be free from economic
coercion.58
Second, on a related note, the scope for permissible retorsions is restricted by limitations on the
possibility for States to exercise (prescriptive) jurisdiction on an extra-territorial basis. States
jurisdiction to apply their laws beyond their own territory is indeed subject to a variety of restrictions,
stemming inter alia f om he p inciple of eq i , he p inciple of p opo ionali , o he doc ine of
abuse of rights.59 Another principle which may have a role to play in restraining the law of jurisdiction
is precisely the aforementioned non-intervention principle.60 Thus, in its 2004 opinion in the
Empagran antitrust case, the US Supreme Court ruled that, pursuant to the customary non-intervention
principle, it is to be assumed that Congress avoids extending the reach of US law when doing so
would create a e io
i k of in e fe ence i h a fo eign na ion abili independen l o eg la e i
own commercial affairs .61 The Restatement (Third) of US Foreign Relations Law takes the view that,
as a matter of international law, the exercise of jurisdiction is subject to a test of reasonableness (or a
le of ea on e ), hich eq i e eighing he diffe en in e e in ol ed in he i a ion.62 It has,
however, been questioned whether this position indeed reflects the present state of international law.63
In particular, while States undeniably exercise jurisdictional restraint at times, it is not always clear to
what extent they do so because an international legal rule obliges them thereto.64
For present purposes, limitations on States exercise of jurisdiction are particularly relevant in the
context of so-called econda
anc ion , hich expose natural and legal persons in third countries to
sanctions in respect of certain actions that take place outside the jurisdiction of the State imposing the
sanctions, notably when they conduct business with individuals, groups, regimes or countries that are
he a ge of he p ima
anc ion egime. In 1948, he Uni ed S a e
a a vocal critic of the
secondary boycott of Israel implemented by the Arab League, which required as a condition of sale of
oil that third-State companies agree not to do business with Israel.65 More recently, however, the
United States has become the leading proponent of measures that have an extraterritorial effect. The
56

L. Boi on de Cha o ne , O he non-de ogable igh , in J. C a fo d, A. Pelle , S. Olle on (ed .), The law of
international responsibility (Oxford: OUP)(2010), 1205, at 1209-11.
57
T. Giegerich, loc. cit., supra n. 32, at §§ 24-25 (the author also notes that the scope of the domaine réservé has been
reduced considerably, implying that the likelihood that measures of retorsion will violate the non-intervention principle has
diminished accordingly).
58
See: A. T anakopo lo ,
The
igh
o be f ee f om economic coe cion , 18 J l
2015,
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2633065 (forthcoming in (2015) 4 Cambridge Journal of International
and Comparative Law), at 17-18: You want to know if there is a fundamental right of States to be free from economic
coercion? There is not, unless you can identify some specific obligation that has been breached on the part of the reacting
State or international organisation. Do you want there to be a fundamental right of States to be free from economic
coercion? Splendid! Go out there and make one.
59
For an insightful overview, see: C. Ryngaert, Jurisdiction in international law (Oxford: OUP)(2015; 2nd ed.), at 145 et seq.
60
Ibid., at 154-156.
61
US Supreme Court, F Hoffmann-La Roche Ltd et al v Empagran SA et al, 124 S Ct 2359, 2366-2367 (2004).
62
American Law Institute, Restatement of the Law Third. The Foreign Relations Law of the United States (St. Paul,
American Law Institute Publishers) (1990), at § 403.
63
See C. Ryngaert, op. cit., supra n. 59, at 153.
64
Ibid., at 146.
65
M. Ra hbone, P. Je del and A. Len , Sanc ion , anc ion e e
he e: fo ging a pa h h o gh comple an na ional
anc ion la , (2013) 44 Georgetown J.I.L., pp. 1055-1126, at 1070.
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US secondary sanctions regimes, particularly those envisaged in the Helms-Burton Act66 and the 1996
Iran and Libya Sanctions Act,67 and which seek (or sought68) to cut off foreign parties from access to
the US financial and commercial markets if they conduct business with the primary sanctions targets,
have, however, been strongly criticized, not only in legal doctrine,69 but, more importantly, in State
practice. Numerous States have indeed refused to recognize the extraterritorial reach of secondary
sanctions and/or have adopted so-called blocking a e , which e.g. impose penalties for
compliance with the extraterritorial measures, and provide for non-recognition of judgments that give
effect to them.70 The most well-known example is undoubtedly Council Regulation No. 2271/96,71
which prohibits companies incorporated in the EU and nationals of an EU Member State residing in
the EU from complying with the aforementioned US Acts. The extra-territorial reach of secondary
sanctions has also been challenged before domestic courts in third States. Thus, in 1982 a Dutch court
declined to allow the enforcement of US sanctions against a Dutch subsidiary of a US company. 72 On
a number of occasions, resistance of third States has led the United States to revoke certain sanctions
or to agree to suspend the enforcement of secondary sanctions.73 In all, while it would certainly go too
far to suggest that States may make economic sanctions effective only in their own territory and that
all forms of secondary sanctions must be categorically dismissed as improperly extra-territorial,74
jurisdictional o e each of anc ion egime be ond he S a e o n e i o i likel o be
challenged and may well be contrary to international law. More specific and authoritative guidance on
the international jurisdictional validity of secondary sanctions, however, has yet to materialize.75

66

Cuban Liberty and Democratic Solidarity (LIBERTAD) Act, 22 U.S.C. §§ 6021-6091 (1996).
Iran and Libya Sanctions Act of 1996, §§ 4 5 Pub. L. No. 104-172 50 U.S.C. § 1701 (1996 & Supp. III 1997) (as amended
by the Comprehensive Iran Sanctions, Accountability, and Divestment Act of 2010, Pub. L. No. 111-195 (2010)).
68
No e: The econda
each of he U.S. I an anc ion
a c ailed p
an o he implemen a ion of he Join
Comprehensive Plan of Action, concluded on 14 July 2015 between the P5+1 (text available at
http://www.state.gov/e/eb/tfs/spi/iran/jcpoa/). See al o: U.S. Depa men of he T ea
, S a emen ela ing o he Join
Comp ehen i e Plan of Ac ion Implemen a ion Da of Jan a 16, 2016 , a ailable a https://www.treasury.gov/resourcecenter/sanctions/Programs/Pages/iran.aspx. B ee, ho e e : M. O Kane, P ime Minister Cameron challenges Barclays on
I an an ac ion , 11 Ma ch 2016, http://europeansanctions.com/2016/03/11/prime-minister-cameron-challenges-barclayson-iran-transactions/ (relating to criticism from British PM David Cameron that Barclays continued to decline to process
payments from Iran, a position which the bank justified by reference to continuing compliance risks under US law).
69
For an overview, see e.g., J.A. Meyer, Second ho gh on econda anc ion , (2009) 30 Un. Penn. J.I.L., pp. 905-968,
at 932-934 ( i h efe ence ). See al o: C. R ngae , E a e i o ial e po con ol ( econda bo co ) , (2008) 7 Chinese
J.I.L., pp. 625-658.
70
M. Rathbone et al., loc. cit., supra n. 65, at 1070, 1071-1075. Also : J.A. Meyer, loc. cit., supra n. 69, at 929-930, footnote
76. See also : Asian-African Legal Consultative Organization, Unilateral and secondary sanctions : an international law
perspective (New Delhi: AALCO Secretariat)(2013), 268 p.
71
Council Regulation (EC) No. 2271/96 of 22 November 1996 protecting against the effects of the extra-territorial
application of legislation adopted by a third country, and actions based thereon or resulting therefrom, O.J. 29 November
1996, L-309/01.
72
Compagnie européenne des Pétroles, S.A. v Sensor Nederland, B.V., Dict. Ct. The Hague, 17 September 1982, transl. in
(1983) 22 I.L.M. 66.
73
See in particular the Memorandum of Understanding concerning the U.S. Helms-Burton Act and the U.S. Iran Libya
Sanctions Act concluded between the EU and the United States on 11 April 1997, reprinted in (1997) 36 ILM 529. See also:
A.F. Lowenfeld, op. cit., supra n. 22, at 924. Overall, the promulgation of new sanctionable activities by the US has far
outpaced the actual use of sanctions against foreign entities. M. Rathbone et al., loc. cit., supra n. 65, at 1118.
74
A.F. Lowenfeld, op. cit., supra n. 22, at 915; J.A. Meyer, loc. cit., supra n. 69, at 907.
75
J.A. Meyer, loc. cit., supra n. 69, at 907.
No e: he cope of applica ion of EU e ic i e mea e i gene all defined a follo : This Regulation shall apply: (a)
within the territory of the Union, including its airspace; (b) on board any aircraft or any vessel under the jurisdiction of a
Member State; (c) to any person inside or outside the territory of the Union who is a national of a Member State; (d) to any
legal person, entity or body, inside or outside the territory of the Union, which is incorporated or constituted under the law of
a Member State; (e) to any legal person, entity or body in respect of any business done in whole or in part within the Union.
(see e.g., Article 49 of Council Regulation (EU) No. 267/2012 of 23 March 2012 concerning restrictive measures against
Iran, O.J. 24 March 2012, L-88/1).
US emba goe and a e f ee e , fo hei pa , gene all define pe on
bjec o he j i dic ion of he Uni ed S a e a
encompassing the following categories: (a) any person, wheresoever located, who is a citizen or resident of the United States;
(2) any person actually within the United States; (3) any corporation organized under the laws of the United States or of any
67
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A hi d po en ial ob acle o he eco e o economic anc ion (po ibl of a econda
na e)
stems from the WTO regime. Indeed, economic sanctions are by nature inconsistent with the
principles of non-discrimination and most-favoured-nation treatment which are at the heart of the
GATT regime. It follows that such sanctions, when undertaken between WTO Members, prima facie
conflict with their GATT obligations.76 A he ame ime, efe ence m
be made o he ec i
77
excep ion con ained in A icle XXI GATT, which makes clear that the GATT does not prevent
Members from taking action pursuant to their obligations under the UN Charter (e.g., by implementing
UN anc ion ), and doe no p e en an Membe from taking any action which it considers
necessary for the protection of its essential security interests , e.g. hen taken in time of war or other
emergency in international relations . The e ha been con ide able deba e in legal doc ine a o
whether the exception of Article XXI GATT is essentially self-judging or not.78 This issue is tackled in
greater detail in the chapter by Andrew Mitchell in the present volume and is therefore not further
explored here. Suffice it to note for present purposes that the extent to which WTO members are free
o de e mine ha i nece a in he en e of A icle XXI GATT ha no e been ackled directly
by a WTO panel, in part beca e man a onomo
anc ion egime ha e a ge ed non-WTO
Members, and in part because WTO members may ultimately have little incentive to test the scope and
fragility of the WTO system.79 On he o he hand, a he eac ion o S eden 1975 in oca ion of
Article XXI to excuse measures protecting its domestic footwear industry illustrate, 80 he GATT
ec i e cep ion canno be in oked o j if mea e ha a e wholly unrelated to security
concerns or foreign policy objectives, but which rather serve a protectionist purpose.
Apart from the aforementioned considerations, several other obstacles may prevent the qualification of
ce ain mea e a me e nf iendl e o ion . Th , depending on he con e and cope, economic
sanctions may conflict with the (customary or treaty) rules on State immunity81 or with the
eq i emen of A icle VIII(2)(a) of he IMF Ag eemen ( hich p o ide ha no IMF membe hall,
without the approval of the Fund, impose restrictions on the making of payments and transfers for
current international transactions ).82 Furthermore, they may contravene the customary rules on the
treatment of aliens or rules on investment protection laid down in bilateral or multilateral investment
treaties. For example, a an Aaken ob e e , he e i li le do b ha a longer-term asset freezing,
i ho d e p oce , i an e p op ia ion
and a iola ion of [ he p inciple of fai and eq i able
83
ea men ] . The implication is that targeted sanctions may well contravene sending States
State, territory, possession, or district of the United States; and (4) any partnership, association, corporation, or other
organization, wheresoever organized or doing business, which is owned or controlled by persons specified in subparagraph
(1), (2), or (3) of this paragraph. (Lowenfeld, at 902).
Reference can also be made to § 414 of the US Restatement (Third) of Foreign Relations Law (supra n. 62), which lists
e e al i a ion
he e i i not unreasonable for a state to exercise jurisdiction for limited purposes with respect to
activities of affiliated foreign entities . Acco ding o Lo enfeld, hi pa ag aph e o an intermediate position between that
of the US government and that of those who regard any action by the parent country as an infringement of the sovereign
rights of the host country of the subsidiary. A.F. Lowenfeld, op. cit., supra n. 22, a 904. Con ide al o he e ina ionali
threshold set forth by Meyer: J.A. Meyer, loc. cit., supra n. 69.
76
In a similar vein, financial sanctions may contravene State obligations under the General Agreement on Trade in Services
(con ide e.g., A icle XI GATS hich a e ha a Membe shall not apply restrictions on international transfers and
pa men fo c en an ac ion ela ing o i pecific commi men .)
77
Note: similar provisions can be found in Art. XIVbis(2) of the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) and
Article 73 of the Agreement on Trade-related aspects of intellectual property rights (TRIPS).
78
See e.g., R.P. Alfo d, The elf-j dging WTO Sec i E cep ion , (2011) Utah L.Rev., pp. 697-759.
79
See e.g., A.F. Lowenfeld, op. cit., supra n. 22, at 916-925.
80
See the Chapter by Andrew Mitchell elsewhere in this volume.
81
See e.g. Article 21(1)(c) of the 2004 UN Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and their Property, which
provides for immunity from execution of central banks and other monetary authorities.
82
See e.g., P.-E. Dupont, loc. cit., supra n. 27, at 312-316. See in particular the list of bilateral agreements with which the
EU I an anc ion egime o ld eem o conflic (ibid., at 313, footnote 47).
83
A. an Aaken, In e na ional in e men la and decen ali ed a ge ed anc ion : an nea
ela ion hip , Col mbia FDI
Perspectives No. 164, 4 January 2016, available at http://ccsi.columbia.edu/files/2013/10/No-164-van-Aaken-FINAL.pdf.
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obligations under bilateral investment treaties, save inasmuch as the latter treaties contain a so-called
non-precluded measures (NPM) clause (which will often not be the case84) and inasmuch as the
clause is sufficiently broad to provide for an exemption for the sanctions concerned.85In addition,
measures which pursue an objective incompatible with international law may also amount to an abuse
of rights.86 Targeted sanctions may of course also raise issues under human rights law, including under
the right to property (albeit the latter right is not absolute).
As Giegerich points out, the increasing legalization of international relations has multiplied the
instances in which an act by one State that would in earlier times have been rated as merely
unfriendly now violates international law.87 The result is a sliding scale of self-help measures with a
grey area between, on the one hand, measures which ab initio do not give rise to a wrongful act on the
part of the State taking them, and are accordingly unregulated under international law (retorsions),
and, on the other hand, measures which in principle do give rise to a wrongful act on the part of the
State, but which are justified because (and insofar as) they meet the residuary requirements for the
permissible recourse to countermeasures or because they can be justified by reference to a separate
legal basis. Efforts to clear the grey area by means of an in-depth assessment of State practice are
complicated by the fact that States adopting economic sanctions often leave open whether the
measures concerned are deemed to qualify as retorsions or as countermeasures. Alternatively, it is
possible that a State honestly, but erroneously, believes its measures qualify as retorsions. In such
scenario, it may not be possible to requalify the measures as permissible countermeasures in light of
the procedural and substantive requirements attached thereto,88 as is explained in the next section.

3. Staying on safe legal grounds? Countermeasures by injured States, UN sanctions and
other consent-based sanctions and self-contained regimes
When sanctions involve conduct that would normally qualify as internationally wrongful on the part
of the acting State (because they involve a breach of a customary or treaty obligation binding upon the
State concerned, or a general principle of international law), they cannot be qualified as retorsions.
Yet, there may be separate legal grounds to justify, or excuse, such measures under international law
( he he a a ma e of p ima o econda la ). The main possibilities are as follows:
-

-

the measures concerned may constitute a proportionate response by an injured State against a
prior unlawful act by the State targeted by the sanctions, adopted in accordance with the
residuary regime for self-help through countermeasures under general international law;
the measures may merely implement binding resolutions adopted by the UN Security Council
pursuant to Article 41 of the UN Charter;

84

Ibid. ( he a ho no e ha [n]ew US and Canadian BITs contain non-precluded-measures clauses, including measures for
the maintenance or restoration of international peace and security that permit resorting to sanctions. Most current European
[International Investment Agreements] do not contain this clause. Thus, the only possibility of the host country to defend
itself against a claim is through reference to customary international law, namel he la of co n e mea e
.).
85
For instance, in light of the EU sanctions against Russia, it is worth considering the scope of Article 99 of the (periodically
renewed) Agreement on partnership and cooperation establishing a parntership between the European Communities and their
Member States, of one part, and the Russian Federation, of the other part, O.J. 28 November 1997, L-327/03. See further on
NPM clauses: W.W. Burke-Whi e and A. on S aden, In e men p o ec ion in e ao dina ime : he interpretation and
application of non-p ecl ded mea e p o i ion in Bila e al In e men T ea ie , (2008)48 Virginia J.I.L., pp. 307-410.
86
T. Giegerich, loc. cit., supra n. 32, at § 26.
87
Ibid., at § 11.
88
Ibid., at § 7.
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-

-

they may constitute a non-forcible measure adopted by another international organization
again one of i Membe S a e , adop ed in confo mi
i h he o gani a ion con i en
instrument;
they may be adopted in accordance with the lex specialis of a so-called elf-contained
egime , ch a he WTO egime, o ma o he i e be grounded in the prior consent of the
State targeted by the measures.

The foregoing list of legal grounds is not exhaustive. By way of illustration, if a State is, for instance,
he bjec of an a med a ack , he b eq en eco e o economic anc ion can be j ified b
efe ence o he concep of elf-defence a a g o nd p ecl ding
ongf lne
nde A icle 21
89
ARSIWA.
Countermeasures by injured States are in essence a form of elf-help . The constitute a remnant of
the 19th-cen
doc ine of (peace ime) ep i al .90 Reprisals were defined in the Naulilaa case as
acts of self-help by the injured State, acts in retaliation for acts contrary to international law on the
part of the offending State, which have remained unredressed after a demand for amends. 91 The
permissibility of reprisals was seen as an inevitable corollary of the imperfect state of international law
and he ab ence of a Court [or] central authority above the Sovereign States which could compel a
delinquent State to give reparation .92 Reprisals could take many forms, including the refusal to pay a
deb o he de en ion of fo eign hip in a S a e po , b al o eco e o a med fo ce. Wi h he
advent of the jus contra bellum and the creation of a global collective security architecture, however,
he ocab la of ep i al , comp i ing bo h he se of force and other non-forcible measures, was
replaced by two different concepts, notably: (1) self-defence, temporarily sanctioning the use of force,
b con ingen on he occ ence of an a med a ack , and; (2) co n e mea e , hich ma be
triggered by any internationally wrongful conduct, but can only be non-forcible in nature.93
As a matter of principle, it is uncontested that, under the law of international responsibility,
internationally wrongful conduct by one State may lead other, injured, States to adopt so-called
co n e mea e , i.e. o engage in an ac of non-compliance with an international obligation owed to
the State that committed the initial breach. This holds true both for a State that suffers injury to its
direct interests (e.g., in case of material damage to State property or non-material damage resulting
f om a b each of he S a e e i o ial in eg i o he in iolabili of i diploma ic p emi e ), a ell
as for a State that suffers injury to its indirect interests, notably when an internationally wrongful act
causes injury to a natural or legal person that is a national of the State concerned (e.g., in case of
mistreatment of a national abroad or the unlawful expropriation of a multinational company).94 In spite
hereof, recourse to countermeasures remains controversial. The main concerns and which also apply
in e pec of eco e o e o ion
consist in the fact that countermeasures generally favour the
stronger party over the weaker, as well as the risk that they result in the escalation of inter-State
disputes (especially where the States concerned hold genuinely different views on whether the initial
conduct was unlawful or not).

89

ILC, loc. cit., supra n. 8, a 74. Fo a c i iq e of he ILC app oach o elf-defence as a ground precluding wrongfulness,
ee: C. Fa hang, Self-defence as a circumstance precluding the wrongfulness of the use of fo ce , (2015) 11 Utrecht L.Rev.,
pp. 1-18.
90
On countermeasures, see e.g.: O.Y. Elagab, op. cit. n. 51, 255 p.; L.-A. Sicilianos, Les reactions décentralisées à l illici e:
des contre-mesures à la légitime défense (Paris : Librairie générale de droit et de jurisprudence)(1990), 532 p.
91
Naulilaa Incident Arbitration (Portugal v. Germany), (1928) 2 R.I.A.A. 1012.
92
Lassa Oppenheim, International Law: a treatise. Vol. 2: War and Neutrality, (London: Longmans)(1912; 2nd ed.), at § 43.
93
J. Crawford, op. cit., supra n.31, at 586.
94
For a good overview concerning the nationality requirement, see e.g. P. Okowa, Admi ibili and he la on in e na ional
responsibility, in M.D. Evans, op. cit., supra n. 15, pp. 477-508, at 481-494.
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Against this background, and building on past State practice and case-law, the ILC has clarified the
procedural and substantive restrictions on the recourse to countermeasures in the ARSIWA. The core
limitations can be summed up as follows. First, an injured State may only take countermeasures
against a State which is responsible for an internationally wrongful act (Art. 49(1) DASR). Where the
existence of an internationally wrongful act is disputed, the State resorting to countermeasures does so
at its own risk, and may incur responsibility if its assessment is held to be unfounded by an
international judicial body.95 Second, the countermeasures must be directed against the wrong-doing
State (to the exclusion of third States), and must aim at inducing that State to comply with the
obligation(s) concerned.96 Third, countermeasures must be halted when the wrong-doing State resumes
the performance of its obligations, and must therefore normally be reversible in nature.97 Fourth, to
avoid escalation and abuse, an essential requirement is that countermeasures be proportional to the
initial wrongful act. In Gabcikovo-Nagymaros, he ICJ fo nd ha C echo lo akia
nila e all
assuming control over a large percentage of the waters of the Danube was not commensurate with
H nga
pen ion and abandonmen of he con c ion o k it was held to.98 By contrast, in the
US-France Air Services Agreement arbitration, the arbitral tribunal found that US measures
p ohibi ing ce ain fligh
o he US e e no di p opo iona e o F ance p e en ing PanAm
passengers from disembarking in Paris.99 Of en, e al a ing p opo ionali
can at best be
100
accomplished by approximation . Although countermeasures need not necessarily be related to the
same (type of) obligation as the one originally breached, those that do are more likely to satisfy the
proportionality requirement.
Ha ing ega d o he e pe ience of h mani and he le of good fai h ,101 certain countermeasures
are prohibited. In particular, as mentioned before, countermeasures may not affect the obligation to
refrain from the threat or use of force (Art. 50(1)(a) DASR)
a med ep i al a e no longe
102
permitted in the UN Charter era. In addition, countermeasures may not affect fundamental human
rights norms, the obligations under international humanitarian law prohibiting reprisals, or other jus
cogens norms (Art. 50(1)(a)-(c) DASR).103 On a related note, it has been stressed that
countermeasures operate on an inter-State level only, and cannot therefore remove the wrongfulness of
breaches of obligations owed not to another State, but rather to natural or legal persons. Whether this
excludes reliance on the doctrine of countermeasures to justify treatment of investors that is contrary
to existing bilateral investment treaties remains subject to debate.104 Article 50(2)(a) DASR moreover
95

Ibid., at 686.
In Interim Accord, fo in ance, he ICJ fo nd ha G eece objec ion o he fo me Y go la Rep blic of Macedonia
admission to NATO could not be justified as proportionate countermeasures since the objection was not aimed at achieving
the cessation of a wrongful act by the latter State. ICJ, Application of the Interim Accord of 13 September 1995, (Former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia v. Greece), Judgment 5 December 2011, ICJ Rep. p. 644, at § 165.
97
Art. 49(2)-(3) DASR. The duty to choose measures that are reversible is not absolute. See: ILC, loc. cit., supra n. 8, at 131.
98
ICJ, Ca e conce ning he Gab ko o-Nagymaros Project (Hungary v. Slovakia), Judgment of 25 September 1997, (1997)
I.C.J. Rep., pp. 7-84, at §§ 83-87.
99
Air Services Agreement of 27 March 1946 between the United States of America and France, 9 December 1978, R.I.A.A.
Vol. XVIII, pp. 417-493.
100
Ibid., at § 83.
101
Naulilaa, loc. cit., supra n. 91, at 1026.
102
Guyana and Suriname, Arbitral Award of 17 September 2007, 139 I.L.R. 566, at 702; GA Res. 2625 (XXV), 24 October
1970, Principle 1, § 6. Remark: it may be noted that States sometimes invoke the right of self-defence in respect of forcible
actions that can hardly be qualified as anything other than punitive reprisals. At the same time, the fact that they steer clear
f om el ing on he concep of co n e mea e o j if
ch ac ion affi m he f ndamen al illegali of a med
countermeasures. Further: O. Corten, Le droit contre la guerre (Paris : Pedone)(2014 ; 2nd ed.), at 375-402.
103
See e.g., Ethiopia-Eritrea Claims Commission, Prisoners of War E i ea Claim 17, (2003) 135 I.L.R. 199, at 247:
E hiopia
pen ion of p i one of a e change canno be j ified a a non-fo cible co n e mea e ( ) beca e, a
Article 50 [DASR] empha i e , ch mea e ma no affec obliga ion fo he p o ec ion of f ndamen al h man igh ,
o obliga ion of a h mani a ian cha ac e p ohibi ing ep i al .
104
In Corn Products, the ICSID Tribunal effectively stressed that a co n e mea e canno e ing i h o o he i e affec
the rights of a party other than the State responsible for the prior wrongdoing. Finding ha he NAFTA confe ed pon
96
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affirms that a State taking countermeasures is not relieved from fulfilling its obligations under any
dispute settlement procedure applicable between it and the responsible State. Finally, countermeasures
may not affect the inviolability of diplomatic or consular agents, premises, archives and documents
(Art. 50(2)(b) DASR).105
Countermeasures are also subject to a number of procedural conditions. Thus, a State should first call
upon the responsible State to fulfil its obligations,106 and should moreover notify the target State of its
intentions and offer to negotiate, save inasmuch as urgent countermeasures would be necessary to
preserve its rights (Article 52 DASR). Finally, countermeasures are excluded while the underlying
dispute is pending before an international judicial body.107
I m be no ed ha he ILC doe no confine he no ion of inj
o b eache of an obliga ion o ed
o ano he S a e indi id all (A . 42(a) ARSIWA) (e.g., in he con e of a bila e al nallagmatic
treaty). Rather, the ILC accepts that, if a b each ela e o an obliga ion o ed o a group of States
( ), or the international community as a whole (A . 42(b) DASR)), it may nonetheless be possible
o iden if an inj ed S a e in one of o a . Fi , a S a e ma be peciall affec ed b he
breach (e.g., in the case of a victim of aggression).108 Second, the breach of an obligation owed to
m l iple S a e ma be of such character as radically to change the position of all the other States to
which the obligation is owed with respect to the further performance of the obligation (A . 42(b)(ii)
DASR). Thi cena io efe o in e dependen obliga ion ha ope a e on an all-or-nothing basis
(e.g., a multilateral disarmament regime), and where the breach by one State threatens the structure of
the entire regime.
In pi e of hi b oad nde anding of he concep of inj ed S a e , many of the economic sanctions
regimes adopted by individual States (or, for that matter, by international organizations109) in recent
years are hard to fit in the ARSIWA (or DARIO) framework of permissible countermeasures. This is
due to a number of reasons. First, in many cases it will be unclear whether the act(s) triggering the
sanctions constituted a breach of international law on the part of another State in the first place.
Second, even if this were the case, economic sanctions are often adopted by States (or international
o gani a ion ) ha do no , b an ea onable anda d, q alif a inj ed S a e . The q e ion
whether (and to what extent) non-injured States (or organizations) can resort to countermeasures
remains, however, highly controversial, as will be seen below. Third, even if economic sanctions
constitute a response to prior internationally wrongful conduct and are taken by an injured State,
questions may arise over their proportionality to the initial wrong.
in e o
b an i e igh epa a e and di inc f om ho e of he S a e of hich he a e na ional , he T ib nal fo nd ha
the breaches of the NAFTA agreement could not be justified by reliance on the doctrine of countermeasures under general
international law. See ICSID, Corn Products International, Inc. v. United Mexican States, Case No. ARB(AF)/04/01,
Decision on Responsibility, 15 January 2008, §§ 144 ff (esp. §§ 164, 167). By contrast, in the ADM case, the ICSID Tribunal
ook he ie ha in e o
igh
e e de i a i e and he efo e co n e mea e co ld appl in p inciple. ICSID, Archer
Daniels Midland Company and Tate & Lyle Ingredients Americas, Inc. v. The United Mexican States, Case No.
ARB(AF)/04/05, Award, 21 November 2007, §§ 168-180. F he , ee: M. Papa in ki , In e men a bi a ion and he la
of countermea e , (2008) 79 British Yb. I.L., pp. 264-352, pp. 317 ff (esp. at 336). On the possibility of BITs including socalled NPM clauses, see supra.
105
Consider also: ICJ, Case concerning United States diplomatic and consular staff in Tehran (United States v. Islamic
Republic of Iran), Judgement of 24 May 1980, at § 86. Indeed, as the ILC Commentary explains, if diplomatic or consular
personnel could be targeted by way of countermeasures, they would in effect constitute resident hostages against perceived
wrongs of the sending State, undermining the institution of diplomatic and consular relations. ILC, loc. cit., supra n. 8, at 134.
106
See e.g., ICJ, Gab ko o-Nagymaros, loc. cit., supra n. 98, at § 84.
107
Art. 52(3)(b) ARSIWA; Air Services Agreement of 27 March 1946 between the United States of America and France, 9
December 1978, R.I.A.A. Vol. XVIII, pp. 417-493, at § 96.
108
J. Crawford, op. cit., supra n.31, at 546.
109
As is further explained below, international organizations can similarly engage in countermeasures when they suffer
injury as a result of the internationally wrongful act(s) of another State/organization. See: Articles 22, 51-57 DARIO.
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Do these concerns also apply when the UN Security Council imposes mandatory economic sanctions
pursuant to Article 41 UN Charter? The answer is mostly negative. First, it is clear that the concept of
inj ed S a e i i ele an fo p po e of a e ing he he he Sec i Co ncil can adop
ch
sanctions. The Council is indeed the executive body of an organization with virtually universal
membership, tasked effectively with protecting community interests, notably by maintaining
international peace and security in accordance with Chapter VII of the UN Charter. As such, its
prerogative to take binding action, including through economic sanctions pursuant to Article 41 UN
Charter, against States, non-State groups or specific individuals, stands beyond doubt.
Second, as indicated at the outset, for the Council to take action under Chapter VII, it need not
e abli h a p io b each of in e na ional la , b m
a he iden if a b each of he peace , a h ea
o he peace o an ac of agg e ion in he en e of A icle 39 UN Cha e . I ha been co ec l
observed that the Security Council action under Chapter VII can very often be conceived as a response
o a b each of in e na ional la . Th , acco ding o Pelle and Mi on: in the overwhelming majority of
cases, a threat to the peace or a breach of the peace will result from a breach of international law
( ). ( ) The p ac ice of he Sec i Co ncil confi m ha , in mo ca e , he cha ac e i a ion of a
i a ion a a h ea o he peace i igge ed b a iola ion of in e na ional la . ( ) Sanc ion h
become, beyond any doubt, a form of law enforcement. 110 By way of illustration, Security Council
action may be triggered by large-scale human rights violations or grave breaches of the law of armed
conflict, by acts of terrorism, acts of piracy, etc. Yet, the substantive formalization of the Security
Co ncil p ac ice canno al e he fac ha , l ima el , mea e p
an o A icle 41 UN Cha e do
no nece a il po e he cha ac e of anc ion again a iola ion of in e na ional la , but may
also be triggered by actions other than violations of rules of international law.111 Sanctions to counter
WMD proliferation are case in point. Indeed, having regard inter alia o he ICJ Opinion on he
Legality of Nuclear Weapons,112 a S a e
i hd a al f om he n clea non-proliferation regime
pursuant to Article X of the NPT, and its subsequent efforts to build a nuclear arsenal, are not
necessarily contrary to international law.113 In spite hereof, it is clear that the Council may, if it finds
ch de elopmen o po e a h ea o he peace , espond by imposing economic sanctions.
Third, it is noted that the UN Charter leaves the Council relatively free from legal constraints.114 As is
well-known, pursuant to Article 25 UN Charter, all Member States are obliged to implement binding
resolutions adopted pursuant to Chapter VII. In accordance with Article 103 UN Charter, this
obligation overrides115 contrary obligations States may be held to under multilateral or bilateral treaty
110

A. Pellet and A. Miron, loc. cit., supra n. 4, at §§ 16-23.
N. K i ch, A icle 41 in B. Simma, D.-E. Khan, G. Nolte, A. Paulus, N. Wessendorf (eds.), The Charter of the United
Nations: a Commentary. Vol. II (Oxford: OUP)(2012; 3rd ed.), pp. 1305-1329, at § 9. Unless of course one were to construe
the UN Charter as imposing a general legal obligation on States not to act in such a manner as would pose a threat to the
peace and conceive this as a blanket obligation to be concretised by the UN Security Council in accordance with Article 39
UN Charter. See on this: A. Tzanakopoulos, loc. cit., supra n.58, at 13.
112
ICJ, Legality of the threat or use of nuclear weapons, Advisory Opinion of 8 July 1996, ICJ Rep. 1996, 226.
113
Save perhaps, if one were to adopt the view, defended by the Marshall Islands in a string of cases pending before the ICJ
(at the time of writing), that there exists an obligation under customary international law to pursue nuclear disarmament, and
if one were to interpret this obligation broadly as prohibiting the acquisition of nuclear weapons in an absolute manner. See
the documents on the Obligations concerning Negotiations relating to Cessation of the Nuclear Arms Race and to Nuclear
Disarmament cases (Marshall Islands v. India; Marshall Islands v. Pakistan; Marshall Islands v. United Kingdom) on the
ICJ
eb i e.
114
N. Krisch, loc. cit., supra n. 111, at § 19.
115
Note: there is some discussion as to whether the overriding effect of Article 103 UN Charter also plays when the Security
Co ncil me el a ho i e Membe S a e o ac in a gi en a , in ead of obliging hem o do o. A Pe e poin o ,
however, Sec i Co ncil a ho i a ion a e stronger than mere hortatory recommendations. If Art. 103 were not
applicable to such decisions, it would hardly find application at all a e l hich doe no do j ice o he p o i ion
purpose of securing the effective operation of the Charter . A. Pe e , A icle 25 , in B. Simma e al., op. cit., supra n. 111,
851, § 201. Further: R. Kolb, Doe Article 103 of the Charter of the United Nations Apply only to Decisions or also to
111
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regimes (e.g., the GATT or a bilateral treaty of friendship). This is not to say that the Council po e
are unlimited. Clearly, as the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia asserted in
the Tadic ca e, [t]he Security Council is an organ of an international organization, established by a
treaty which serves as a constitutional framework of that organization. [It] is thus subjected to certain
constitutional limitations, however broad its powers under that constitution may be. 116 The Council is
not legibus solutus. Primo, he Co ncil j i dic ion p
an o A icle 39 UN Cha e i no
unrestricted. On the one hand, he concep of a h ea o he peace (i.e., the broadest of the
jurisdictional triggers mentioned in Article 39) has gradually been interpreted in an increasingly
broader manner, and now encompasses acts and events that are mostly unrelated to inter-State armed
conflict and that often relate to issues that would probably have been regarded as falling within the
State domaine réservé at the time the Charter was adopted. On the other hand, he concep
interpretation cannot be stretched to the absurd as encompassing every possible situation (as is
illustrated by the fact that States have at times criticized what they alleged to be an overly broad
interpretation of the concept by the Council117). Whether one believes that the concept has an objective
core and that Article 39 imposes a legal obligation upon the Council,118 or rather believes that the
interpretation by the Council is immune to judicial challenge but that the self-restraint of the Council
members and the Council voting procedure act as a brake against overly broad interpretations,119 the
outcome is arguably the same: not every breach of international law (even if it conflicts with
community interests) gives rise to Chapter VII action. Thus, a single instance of torture of a suspected
criminal can hardly trigger economic sanctions by the Council. The same is arguably true where a
country breaches its obligations under a multilateral environmental treaty. Segundo, even where the
Council has jurisdiction to act under Chapter VII, some substantive limitations do apply. For instance,
it is often asserted in legal doctrine that the Council is bound by the principle of proportionality,120 a
view that is corroborated by repeated acknowledgments by the Council and its permanent members
that it ought to minimize the adverse effects of its action.121 The proportionality test would nonetheless
seem to apply in a more flexible manner than in the context of countermeasures by injured States. Pro
memorie, in the latter case, injured States must ascertain that the countermeasures are proportionate to
the original internationally wrongful conduct which they seek to end. In the former case, however, it
would seem to suffice for the Council to make sure that the sanctions are useful for purposes of
achieving the stated objective and that it take into account the potential fall-out of its actions in terms
of adverse humanitarian consequences and possible negative implications for human rights. The
suggestion that the Council is as such bound by general international law is unconvincing. Such
position ignores the fact that (non-peremptory) customary rules can be set aside (inter partes) by treaty
law (including by the UN Charter). It would imply, for instance, that the Council could not authorize
Member States to board and arrest vessels flying the flag of another State in situations not foreseen in
A ho i a ion Adop ed b he Sec i Co ncil? , (2004) 64 Zeitschrift für Ausländisches Öffentliches Recht und
Völkerrecht, pp. 21-35.
116
ICTY, Prosecutor v. Tadic, IT-94-1, Appeals Chamber, Decision on Jurisdiction, 2 October 1995, at § 28.
117
See e.g., UN Doc. S/PV.4568 (10 July 2002), at 3 (Canada), 16 (Jordan), 20 (Liechtenstein), 26-27 (Mexico), 30
(Venezuela). Or see e.g., UN Doc. S/PV.7498 (29 July 2015), 11/21 (Venezuela).
118
In hi en e e.g., A. T anakopo lo , L in oca ion de la h o ie de con e-mesures en tant que justification de la
d ob i ance a Con eil de S c i , (2013) 47 Revue belge de droit international, pp. 78-109, at 86-87.
119
In this sense, e.g.: A.F. Lowenfeld, op. cit., supra n. 22, at 858.
120
A. Tzanakopoulos, op. cit., supra n. 118, at 87; N. Krisch, loc. cit., supra n. 111, at §§ 20-22.
121
See e.g., Letter dated 13 March 1995 from the Permanent Representatives of China, France, the Russian Federation, the
United Kingdom and the United States to the United Nations addressed to the President of the Security Council, UN Doc.
S/1995/300, Annex H mani a ian impac of anc ion ; UNSC P e iden ial S a emen 34 (1999), UN Doc. S/PRST/1999/34,
a 3 ( The Security Council recalls the provisions of Article 39 of the Charter of the United Nations concerning measures to
prevent armed conflicts. Such measures may include targeted sanctions, in particular arms embargoes and other
enforcement measures. In imposing such measures the Council will pay special attention to their likely effectiveness in
achieving clearly defined objectives, while avoiding negative humanitarian consequences as much as possible. ); SC Re .
1325(2000), 31 October 2000, § 16. For further references, see: N. Krisch, loc. cit., supra n. 111, at § 21.
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the law of the sea122 (whereas States would be free to provide for this possibility amongst themselves
by concluding a bilateral or multilateral treaty). The better view is that, absent an express intention to
the contrary on the part of the Council,123 customary international law must be deemed to apply to its
actions.124 By contrast, it is broadly accepted that the Council is bound, not only by the provisions of
the Charter itself, but also b pe emp o no m of in e na ional la f om hich no de oga ion i
pe mi ed (A icle 51 VCLT).125
Developments in recent years have made clear that when the Security Council explores the outer ends
of its competence, this is not without risk. Thus, several regional and national judicial decisions have
annulled or condemned domestic acts implementing targeted sanctions imposed by the UN Security
Council for lack of compliance with fundamental human rights norms.126 Even if national and regional
judges have generally refrained from directly challenging the legality of Chapter VII resolutions as
such,127 these judgments place UN Member States between a rock and a hard place, and inevitably
undermine the legitimacy and effectiveness of UN sanctions. The Security Council has responded by
addressing some of the human rights concerns relating to its sanctions regimes, in particular by
introducing the Office of the Ombudsperson,128 yet these efforts continue to fall short of providing
adequate guarantees e.g. with respect to the right to property and the right to be heard129 (inter alia
because the competence of the Ombudsperson is limited to the ISIL (Da e h) and Al-Qaida sanctions
regime).130 It has also been argued in legal doctrine that when the Security Council oversteps its
powers or otherwise breaches its obligations under international law, States can refuse to implement
Chapter VII resolutions by relying on the concept of countermeasures as grounds precluding
wrongfulness.131 Notwithstanding the foregoing reservations (and notwithstanding the uncertainty over
the actual degree of State compliance with UN sanctions in reality more generally132), it goes without
saying that the Security Council is undeniably competent to impose sanctions on States, non-State
groups or individual persons and entities alike and has used this competence widely since the end of
the Cold War.
Is the same competence also vested in other international organizations, in particular in various
regional and sub-regional political organizations, such as the African Union, ECOWAS, the
Organization of American States, the Arab League, the EU etc.? At the outset, it is noted that
international organizations can resort to countermeasures when they suffer injury as a result of the
internationally wrongful conduct of a State (or another international organization). Practice indeed
illustrates that different international organizations have on various occasions had recourse to
122

Which the Security Council nonetheless regularly does. See e.g. SC Res. 2240(2015) of 9 October 2015 (in relation to
human traffickers operating from the coast of Libya).
123
Cf. ECtHR, Al Jedda v. United Kingdom, Application. No. 47708/08, J dgmen of 7 J l 2011, 102 ( In interpreting its
resolutions, there must be a presumption that the Security Council does not intend to impose any obligation on Member
States to breach fundamental principles of human rights. ).
124
A. Tzanakopoulos, op. cit., supra n. 118, at 88.
125
Ibid.; A. Pellet and A. Miron, loc. cit., supra n. 4, at § 51.
126
See in particular: ECtHR, Nada v. Switzerland, Application No. 10593/08, Judgment of 12 September 2012, [2012]
ECHR 1691; Court of Justice, European Commission and others v. Yassin Abdullah Kadi, Joined cases C-584/10 P, C593/10 P and C-595/10 P, 18 July 2013, ECLI:EU:C:2013:518.
127
But see General Court, Yassin Abdullah Kadi v. Council of the European Union, T-315/01, 21 September 2005,
ECLI:EU:T:2005:332, at §§ 227-231 (later set aside by the Court of Justice in Joined Cases C-402/05 P and C-415/05 P, 3
September 2008, ECLI:EU:C:2008:461).
128
See e.g. SC Res. 2161(2014), 17 June 2014. See further: http://www.un.org/en/sc/ombudsperson/.
129
E.g. A. Pellet and A. Miron, loc. cit., supra n. 4, at § 54.
130
SC Res. 1267(1999), 15 October 1999, SC Res. 1989(2011), 17 June 2011; SC Res. 2253(2015), 17 December 2015.
131
See on this: A. Tzanakopoulos, Disobeying the Security Council: countermeasures against wrongful sanctions (Oxford:
OUP)(2011), 243 p.
132
As Pellet and Mi on ob e e, only once did the Security Council decide sanctions against a State not complying with
previous sanctions imposed upon another State (in he ca e of Libe ia
iola ion of he diamond emba go again Sie a
Leone). A. Pellet and A. Miron, loc. cit., supra n. 4, at § 47.
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countermeasures against individual States.133 The possibility for injured international organizations to
engage in countermeasures is affirmed and defined in Articles 22, 51-56 DARIO in much the same
way as in the corresponding provisions of the ARSIWA. In addition, irrespective of the residuary
regime for countermeasures under general international law, the constituent instruments of many
international organizations contain provisions which enable the organization to take certain sanctions
against a Member State. Thus, treaty instruments establishing international organizations typically
foresee certain situations in which Members may be expelled, or their voting rights suspended (e.g.,
when they fail to pay the financial contributions due to the organization).134 Article 23(1) of the
Con i i e Ac of he Af ican Union, fo in ance, a e ha [t]he Assembly shall determine the
appropriate sanctions to be imposed on any Member State that defaults in the payment of its
contributions to the budget of the Union in the following manner: denial of the right to speak at
meetings, to vote, to present candidates for any position or post within the Union or to benefit from
any activity or commitments, therefrom .135 In i ional anc ion of hi
pe a e ncon o e ial
and generally need not (and often do not) constitute a reaction to a prior breach of general international
law by the targeted Member State.
At times, however, institutional sanctions against Member States may go beyond the suspension of
membership rights etc., and may, for instance, extend to the taking of fully-fledged economic
sanctions. Thus, paragraph (2) of the aforementioned provision of the AU Constitutive Act states that
any Member State that fails to comply with the decisions and policies of the Union may be subjected
to other sanctions, such as the denial of transport and communications links with other Member
States, and other measures of a political and economic nature to be determined by the Assembly. As
hinted at before, the AU has applied this provision on various occasions.136
Are such sanctions lawful under international law? The DARIO Commentary takes the view that they
a e. Acco ding o he ILC: Sanctions, which an organization may be entitled to adopt against its
members according to its rules, are per se lawful measures and cannot be assimilated to
countermeasures. 137 In a similar vein, Alland e plain ha [s]anctions adopted by international
organizations do not display the essential characteristic of countermeasures, that is, their intrinsic
contrariety to what is normally required from them by international engagements. 138 Prima facie, no
breach of international law indeed appears to materialize when a Member State of a regional or subregional organization implements institutional sanctions (e.g., of an economic nature) adopted at the
level of the organization, and in accordance with the rules of the organization, against another Member
State. When the implementation of the sanctions vis-à-vis the targeted Member State amounts to
no hing mo e han an nf iendl ac , no p oblem a i e. Ye , e en hen ch cond c
o ld
133

See: F. Dopagne, Les contre-mesures des organisations internationals (Louvain-la-neuve: LGDJ)(2010), 488 p.
See e.g., Articles 5, 6 and 19 UN Charter. Consider also Article 7 of the Treaty on European Union (this clause allows for
the temporary suspension of EU membership rights. As of yet, however, the clause has never been activated. A. Charron and
C. Portela, loc. cit., supra n. 20, at 1378).
135
Constitutive Act of the African Union, Lomé, 11 July 2000, 2158 UNTS No. 37733. A icle 30 add ha Go e nmen
hich hall come o po e h o gh ncon i ional mean hall no be allo ed o pa icipa e in he ac i i ie of he Union .
Reference can also be made to Article 45 of the ECOWAS Protocol on Democracy and Good Governance, 21 December
2001, A/SP1/12/01.
136
Note: the African Union and the European Union are not the only regional organizations that have adopted fully-fledged
economic sanctions and/or targeted sanctions. There are also occasional examples of such sanctions by other organizations,
including those adopted by ECOWAS against Sierra Leone (in 1997) or those adopted by the Arab League against Israel,
and, more recently, against Syria. At the same time, save for the EU, regional organizations have primarily opted for the
adi ional diploma ic anc ion of
pending membe hip igh (in hi en e: A. Cha on and C. Po ela, The ela ion hip
be een Uni ed Na ion anc ion and egional anc ion egime , in T.J. Bie eke , S.E. Ecke and M. To inho (ed .),
Targeted Sanctions the impacts and effectiveness of United Nations Action (Cambridge: CUP)(2016), pp. 101-118, at 117.
137
ILC, loc. cit., supra n. 9, at 47.
138
D. Alland,, The defini ion of co n e mea e , in J. C a fo d, A. Pelle , S. Olle on (ed .), op. cit., supra n. 56, pp. 11271136, at 1135.
134
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otherwise give rise to an internationally wrongful act in the relationship between the acting Member
State and the targeted Member State (e.g., a breach of a bilateral treaty of friendship of commerce
concluded between them), the conduct will not be regarded as such when it gives effect to a sanction
adopted by an international organization pursuant to its rules against a member State. Two alternative
(and interrelated) explanations come to mind: either the sanctioning mechanism foreseen in the
constituent instrument of the organization can be regarded as a lex specialis regime accepted by the
Member States of the organization and modifying the rules otherwise in place between them,139
(and/)or the legality of the sanctions (and their implementation at the Member State level) can be
e plained b efe ence o con en a a g o nd p ecl ding ongf lne in he en e of A icle 20
ARSIWA.140
Three reservations are nonetheless due. First, there has been some discussion as to whether economic
sanctions taken by regional or sub-regional organizations are compatible with Article 53 UN Charter.
This provision, which supersedes contrary treaty law by reason of the conflict provision of Article 103
UN Cha e , p o ide ha no enforcement action shall be taken under regional arrangements or by
regional agencies without the authorization of the Security Council. As Bröhmer, Ress and Walter
explain, however, several elements militate against interpreting this provision as ruling out economic
sanctions by (sub-)regional organizations absent prior authorization by the UN Security Council.141
First, a systematic and teleological approach leads to the conclusion that non-military sanctions remain
o ide he cope of he e m enfo cemen as it is employed in Article 53 UN Charter.142 Thus, a
proposal by Bolivia which would have expressly included economic sanctions within the scope of
Article 53 was not withheld.143 Second, State practice clearly suggests that non-military sanctions
within the regime of a regional organization do not require prior Security Council authorization.144 By
way of illustration, when the Arab League froze all transactions with the Syrian central bank in late
2011, no Member of the UN claimed these measures to be unlawful.145 More generally, it is worth
recalling that economic sanctions do not automatically by their very nature give rise to a breach of
international law again, the ILC ARSIWA Commen a e plici l ecogni e that acts of retorsion
ma incl de emba goe of a io kind .146 Against this background, it seems absurd to hold that
States cannot do collectively (by acting through a regional arrangement) what they would be permitted
to do individually. In he end, he q e ion a o ha amo n o enfo cemen ac ion fo p po es of
Article 53 UN Charter would seem to be clo el ied o ha i ega ded a coe ci e in he con e of
the customary non-intervention principle (see supra). In any case, having regard to the peremptory
character of the prohibition on the use of force,147 the constituent instruments of (sub-)regional

139

Cf. Article 55 ARSIWA; Article 64 DARIO.
In a similar vein: J. Crawford, op. cit., supra n.31, at 707, note 199.
141
J. B hme , G. Re and C. Wal e , A icle 53 , in B. Simma e al., op. cit., supra n. 111, 1478, at §§ 1-49. But, against
hi , ee: A. O akhela h ili, The impac of nila e al EU economic anc ion on he UN collec i e ec i f ame o k: he
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arrangements cannot create a legal basis for military interventions against a Member State (or a
fortiori against a third State) that would otherwise be unlawful under the law on the use of force.148
Second, the relationship between institutional sanctions against a Member State, on the one hand, and
countermeasures by an organization against a Member State, on the other hand, may give rise to
confusion. The two may be difficult to tell apart (some of the examples of countermeasures cited by
the ILC in the DARIO Commentary should perhaps rather be qualified as institutional sanctions
instead).149 Against this background, there has been concern over the risk that States targeted by
institutional sanctions might contest their legality on the grounds that they would allegedly be
incompatible with the restrictions on countermeasures (e.g., the requirement of proportionality), and
invoke this to justify recourse to counter-countermeasures of their own against the organization
concerned.150 Conversely, some have criticized the possibility for international organizations to
circumvent the restrictions on institutional sanctions foreseen in their respective constituent
instruments by relying on the (possibly broader leeway granted by the) doctrine of countermeasures
instead.151 Some would have preferred the ILC to exclude the possibility for States to take
countermeasures against international organizations of which they are a member, or even to exclude
the possibility of countermeasures altogether on a reciprocal basis in the relationship between an
organization and its Member States.152 Yet, suggestions to this end were not picked up by the ILC.
Instead, the ILC identified certain additional
and sensible
restrictions on the recourse to
countermeasures by an organization against its Member States and vice versa. Thus, the DARIO
Commentary acknowledges that the rules of an international organization may, implicitly or explicitly,
restrict or forbid recourse by the organization to countermeasures against its members.153 Otherwise,
Articles 22(2)-(3) DARIO and Articles 52(1)-(2) DARIO only allow for countermeasures in the
relationship between an organization and its Member States (in both directions) as long as (a) the
countermeasures are not inconsistent with the rules of the organization; (b) no appropriate means are
available for otherwise inducing compliance with the obligation breached, and; (c) the
countermeasures are not intended to respond to a breach of an obligation under the rules of the
organization themselves (unless such countermeasures are provided for by those rules). It follows from
the foregoing that the extent to which the rules of an international organization leave room for the
recourse to countermeasures in the relations between the organization and its Member States under
general international law must be determined on a case-by-case basis. As far as the EU is concerned,
for instance, the ready availability of judicial remedies would seem to exclude such option.154 This was
confirmed by the Court of Justice in Commission v. Luxembourg and Belgium: except where
otherwise expressly provided, the basic concept of the Treaty requires that Member States shall not
take the law in their own hands. Therefore the facts that the Council failed to carry out its obligations
cannot relieve the defendants from carrying out theirs. 155
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Third, some constituent instruments of regional and sub-regional political organizations make
provision for sanctions, including general economic sanctions, not only against Member States of the
organization as such (which, by virtue of their accession to the constituent instrument, have accepted
the sanctioning mechanism), but also against non-Member States. Article 215 of the Treaty governing
the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU), fo in ance, efe o deci ion p o iding for the
inter p ion o ed c ion, in pa o comple el , of he Union economic and financial ela ion i h
one or more third countries, where such restrictive measures are necessary to achieve the objectives
of the Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) .156 It is clear that such treaty rule is res inter
alios acta for third States that are targeted by EU restrictive measures.157 Accordingly, the treaty rule
cannot provide a legal basis for EU sanctions against third States that would otherwise be unlawful.
Such legal basis must be found elsewhere in general international law.
By analogy with the general permissibility of (economic) sanctions by a (sub-)regional political
organization adopted against a Member State in accordance with the rules of the organization,
sanctions of this kind are normally permissible when they are adopted in accordance with the lex
specialis of a so-called elf-con ained egime ,158 such as the WTO regime, or when they are
otherwise grounded in the prior consent of the State targeted by the measures. It is clear that (bilateral
or multilateral) treaties can, and often do, make specific provision for the legal consequences of
breaches of particular provisions.159 It is perfectly possible, for instance, for a bilateral treaty to
determine that a certain fine is due when a party fails to meet its obligations. As far as multilateral
treaties go, reference can be made, by way of illustration, to the compliance mechanism under the
Kyoto Protocol, where an Annex I Party that fails to meet its emission reduction requirements may, for
instance, be excluded from the so-called fle ible mechani m ( ch a emi ion
ading).160
Occasionally, treaty regimes may even provide for fully-fledged economic sanctions (embargoes,
import and export restrictions). A notable example in this context concerns the (qualified) possibility
for WTO Members to take retaliatory trade sanctions pursuant to Article 22 of the Dispute Settlement
Understanding161 when another WTO Member has been found in breach of its obligations and fails to
comply with the recommendations and rulings of an ad hoc Panel (or the WTO Appellate Body). As
far as the legality of these built-in sanctions vis-à-vis States Parties is concerned, mutatis mutandis the
same is true as for institutional sanctions by (sub-)regional political organizations (see supra). The
legal basis can be found in the lex specialis regime installed by the States Parties between themselves
and/o b efe ence o he no ion of con en a a g o nd p ecl ding ongf lne .
A delicate question in this context is whether the sanctioning mechanisms provided for in specific
ea egime a e e cl i e
that is to say, whether the room for self-help otherwise permissible
under general international law is thereby excluded. This question will often not be explicitly
addressed in the treaty itself.162 Absent guidance in the treaty, by analogy to what was said before in
respect of (sub-)regional political organizations, an ad hoc approach is needed, having regard to the
purposes and object of the special regime.163 Me el labelling a ea egime a elf-con ained doe
156
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not provide the answer.164 WTO case-law, for instance, confirms that when a WTO Member wishes to
respond to a breach by another Member of its obligations under the WTO agreements, it can do so
only within he applicable ea f ame o k: in WTO, countermeasures, retaliations and reprisals
are strictly regulated and can take place only within the framework of the WTO/DSU. 165 By contrast,
in 2007 an ICSID Tribunal found that outside Article 2019, the North American Free Trade
Ag eemen (NAFTA) made no e p e p o i ion fo co n e mea e and ha NAFTA h lef
mostly unaffected the default regime for countermeasures under customary international law.166

4. Entering murky legal terrain? the ongoing debate on third-party countermeasures
In the end, situations can and do arise where individual States and/or regional organizations have
eco e o economic anc ion on an a onomo
ba i (i.e., i ho
he e anc ion me el
implementing mandatory UN Security Council measures), but where the sanctions (1) conflict with
ele an
ea o c oma
le (and acco dingl canno be q alified a me e nf iendl
retorsions), and moreover (2) cannot be explained under the traditional doctrine of co n e mea e
by injured States or organizations, nor by reference to any other consent-based sanctioning regime. In
such scenario, must we conclude that the measures are ultimately unlawful? Or are there alternative
justifications, e.g., if the measures ostensibly pursue a legitimate aim in particular if they seek to
protect community interests?
The residuary permissibility of countermeasures by States or international (in particular regional)
organizations that are not themselves injured by the internationally wrongful conduct of another State
has long been subject to debate. In its 1970 Barcelona Traction judgment, the ICJ seemingly
retreating from its more conservative (and criticized) stance in the South West Africa cases167
famously distinguished between obligations vis-à-vis another State in the field of diplomatic
p o ec ion, and obliga ion of a S a e o a d he in e na ional comm ni a a hole , and hich b
hei e na e ( ) a e he conce n of all S a e .168 Since then, it has become accepted that States
(and organizations) other than the injured State (/organization) are entitled to invoke the responsibility
of another State in case of a breach of an obligation that protects a collective interest of the group
( erga omnes partes ), o an obliga ion ha i o ed o he in e na ional comm ni a a hole ( erga
omnes ).169 This was confirmed, for instance, by the ICJ judgments in Belgium v. Senegal170 and
(implicitly) in the recent Whaling case.171 At the same time, if the ICJ has confirmed that all States can
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invoke the international responsibility of another State in respect of a breach of an erga omnes norm
before an international court or tribunal, its case-law contains no positive indications that non-injured
States (or organizations) can similarly proceed to taking countermeasures. Quite the contrary, in its
Nicaragua judgment, the Court in fact appears to rule out third-party countermeasures.172
When assessing the matter in the context of the ARSIWA, the ILC found several instances where
(non-injured) third States had reacted to breaches of international law by economic sanctions or other
measures, as when the United States prohibited the export of goods and technology to, and all imports
from, Uganda in 1978, pursuant to alleged genocide by the Ugandan government against its
population.173 A he ame ime, he ILC fo nd ha p ac ice on he bjec a limi ed and a he
emb onic .174 In light hereof, it concluded that the current state of international law on
countermeasures taken in the general or collective interest is uncertain. State practice is sparse and
involves a limited number of States. At present, there appears to be no clearly recognized entitlement
of States referred to in article 48 to take countermeasures in the collective interest. 175 As a result, it
decided to leave the matter open, to be determined by the further development of international law.
The a ing cla e of A icle 54 DASR h p o ide , in a ci c la manne , ha he DASR [do] not
p ej dice he igh of an S a e [o he han an inj ed S a e], en i led ( ) o in oke he e pon ibili
of ano he S a e, o ake la f l mea e again ha S a e o en e he ce a ion of he b each ( )
(emphasis added). A decade later, the ILC adopted the same approach in the DARIO Commentary.
While ackno ledging (in a ingle foo no e) ha p ac ice includes examples of a non-injured
international organization taking countermeasures against an allegedly responsible State (a i h he
EU mea e in eac ion o
ema ic h man igh iola ion in B ma), he Commi ion ef ained
176
from cutting the Gordian knot.
In the aftermath of the adoption of the ARSIWA, a number of scholars have mapped additional
evidence in State practice of countermeasures by third States or organizations, overlooked in the ILC
Commentary, or have drawn attention to new practice that has materialized in more recent years. Thus,
according to Tams, the ILC co ld ha e aid mo e han i did in A icle 54 ARSIWA. 177 Katselli
similarly identifies a tendency in State practice toward accepting third-State countermeasures.178
Dawidowicz for his part has demonstrated that such measures whatever the preferred terminology179
have emanated from States on all continents (with the exception of Latin America) and from
international organizations such as the EU, the AU and ECOWAS.180 And with regard to the EU
sanctions against Iran, Dupont has observed in 2012 ha if hi p ac ice of nila e al anc ion i
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not challenged by at least some actors in the international arena, it may be that the case of Iran
con i e a p eceden o man o he in ance of nila e al coe ci e mea e .181
It is beyond the scope of the present contribution to offer an overview and analysis of the relevant
State practice. Suffice it to note that an assessment of relevant State practice in this domain (with a
view to ascertaining the permissibility of third-party countermeasures under customary international
law) is a complex endeavor. As indicated before, it will often be unclear whether certain economic
anc ion q alif a me e e o ion o a co n e mea e b inj ed S a e , o
he he he
constitute a reaction to a breach of norms owed to the international community as a whole or are
simply inspired by foreign-policy objectives (unrelated to a prior wrongful act). It may also questioned
to what extent certain sanctions adopted by regional organizations (such as the AU) against their own
members and in accordance with their constituent instrument may, or should, be double-counted as
customary evidence supporting the permissibility of third-party countermeasures. In a similar vein,
when third States or organizations adopt economic sanctions in reaction to armed aggression by
another State (and pursuant to a request by the victim State), can or should such measures be explained
b efe ence o (collec i e) elf-defence a a g o nd p ecl ding ongf lness (Article 21 ARSIWA),
rather than as an illustration of third-party countermeasures? Most crucially, an analysis of relevant
customary practice is greatly obfuscated by the general lack of express opinio juris: as noted, States
and regional organizations gene all ef ain f om e plici l q alif ing hei ac ion a e o ion , a
co n e mea e b inj ed S a e o a hi d-pa
co n e mea e , e c. let alone that they
should take an express stance on the precise extent to which they consider third-party countermeasures
to be permissible (or not).
Furthermore, in assessing the impact of this practice, one cannot ignore the fact that a majority of the
international community has consistently voted in favour of General Assembly resolutions
ging
S a e to eliminate the use of unilateral coercive economic measures against developing countries
that are not authorized by relevant organs of the United Nations or are inconsistent with the principles
of international law as set forth in the [UN] Charter 182 o o cease adopting or implementing any
nila e al mea e no in acco dance i h in e na ional la ,
he Cha e of he Uni ed Na ion ,
183
in pa ic la ho e of a coe ci e na e .
While an authoritative answer remains lacking, the importance of the discussion can hardly be
overstated. On the one hand, it is argued that to allow third-party countermeasures would contribute to
strengthening the international rule of law, inasmuch as it would increase the cost of non-compliance
with international law (especially where there is no directly injured State (think of a regime
committing widespread human rights violations against its own population), or where the State injured
by the breach is not in a position to engage in countermeasures vis-à-vis a (more powerful) offending
State). On the other hand, some caution that to leave the enforcement of collective/community
interests at the mercy of individual States or organizations (especially the more powerful ones), acting
based on their own understanding of international legality, is a recipe for chaos and subjectivism,184
and possibly for escalation of disputes. This is all the more so since the proportionality of third-party
countermeasures may be particularly difficult to verify.
In light of the inc ea ing eco e o a onomo
economic sanctions by individual States and
organizations that are inspired by breaches of international law (e.g., breaches of international human
181
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rights law, of the law of armed conflict, of the prohibition on the use of fo ce, ) and that are hard to
fit within one of the legal bases identified in the previous section, the time may ultimately be ripe to
shift the debate from the binary question whether third-party countermeasures are permissible or not,
to defining the possible boundaries to their use.
First, with regard to the question who might adopt or authorize such measures, an interesting recurring
element in the debate is the stronger support in legal doctrine for the permissibility of sanctions by
international, regional and sub-regional organizations than for countermeasures by individual third
States.185 This position is understandable and has an undeniable appeal. Legal doctrine has always
displayed greater sympathy towards collective interventions under the authority of a body of States
than for interventions by individual States.186 Thus, it could be argued that third-party countermeasures
ought to be regarded as permissible when adopted pursuant to a recommendation by the UN Security
Council or the UN General Assembly. In addition, the idea that measures adopted by a regional or
sub-regional organization are endowed with a greater degree of legitimacy and are less likely to be
inspired by selfish motives, arguably holds merit with regard to sanctions undertaken by (non-injured)
regional or sub-regional organizations within their own (sub-)region against a Member State. As
explained above, if the sanction is adopted against a Member State pursuant to an express provision of
he o gani a ion con i en in ment, in principle no problems arise (see supra). Yet, even if the
constituent instrument does not make express provision for such sanctions, it may be recalled that the
UN Charter recognizes the role of regional arrangements for the peaceful settlement of disputes within
the region concerned. By the same token, it could be argued that they generally possess the
competence to adopt (or recommend) countermeasures in reaction to breaches of erga omnes norms
within the confines of their membership subject, however, to the additional restrictions for the
application of countermeasures in the relationship between an organization and its Member States as
identified in the DARIO (see supra).
The same argument cannot, however, so readily be extended to the adoption by regional or subregional organizations of economic sanctions against third States (possibly far removed from their
own (sub-)region). Indeed, there seems to be something counterintuitive and perhaps even arbitrary in
accepting that a regional or sub-regional organization could engage in third-party countermeasures
against non-Member States, whereas individual States would be prohibited from so doing (or,
alternatively, that regional or sub-regional organizations should possess greater leeway in this respect
than individual States). Inasmuch as sanctions adopted by a regional or sub-regional organization
against a non-Member State are intrinsically res inter alios acta for the targeted State,187 it is difficult
to see why one would be permissible but the other not. To put it bluntly: why would the United States,
China or India (with a respective population of ca. 320 million, 1.2 billion and 1.4 billion inhabitants)
not be competent to individually have recourse to the same third-party countermeasures as the
European Union, the African Union, or, for instance, the three-member Benelux (which groups the
States of Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg, with a total population of less than 30 million)?
One is hard pressed to see how the sole fact that sanctions are adopted by an institutional grouping of
States, rather than by States individually, can of itself be a determining factor in this context.
Second, another delicate issue relates to the type(s) of acts that might justify recourse to third-party
countermeasures. At the outset, it must be stressed that the prior occurrence of an internationally
185
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wrongful act by the targeted State is a sine qua non, if there is to be an international community built
on the rule of law. Conversely, a serene debate is needed on the question whether any breach of an
erga omnes norm can trigger third-party countermeasures,188 or whether such possibility is reserved to
particularly serious or systematic breaches. One does well in this context to recall that breaches of
erga omnes norms are, regrettably, a recurrent feature throughout the globe. One need only to look at
the periodic state reports published by the human rights treaty bodies or the Human Rights Council to
realize that human rights violations are not confined exclusively to authoritarian and failing States.
Many scholars are, for instance, of the view that the United States post-9/11 War on Terror went hand
in hand with various fundamental breaches of the law of armed conflict and international human rights
law. In a similar vein, the European Court of Human Rights repeatedly finds individual Member States
guilty of serious human rights violations.189 In addition, it is recalled that the proportionality of thirdparty countermeasures may be particularly hard to assess. In light of these two factors, the risk exists
that (especially stronger) States could invoke breaches of erga omnes norms as an excuse to engage in
economic sanctions that are in reality inspired by other, political, motives.
Third, should recourse to third-party countermeasures be subject to certain formal requirements,
additional to those expressly laid down in the ARSIWA and DARIO in respect of countermeasures by
injured States and organizations (and which in particular require a prior notification and an offer to
negotiate)? In order to increase transparency and to limit the risk for abuse, a positive answer would
seem preferable. Cassese, for one, previously suggested that, prior to taking third-party
countermeasures in reaction to a breach of fundamental rules of international law, third States should
first seek to bring the matter before an international organization, whether the UN or a regional
organization.190 Alternatively, a more far-reaching option would be to permit the targeted State if so
desired to trigger a judicial review of the legality of the countermeasures adopted against it (this
would entail an assessment not only of the necessity and proportionality of the countermeasures, but
also e.g. of the alleged unlawful conduct of the targeted State). Furthermore, one could find inspiration
in the formal requirements surrounding the most extreme form of self-help, viz. the right of selfdefence, where States responding to an armed attack are required, in accordance with Article 51 UN
Charter, to formally notify any action taken in self-defence to the UN Security Council.191 Requiring
States and organizations to formally notify countermeasures to the United Nations, thereby indicating
the direct cause for the measures, the nature of the action undertaken (type, duration, etc.), and
explaining the proportionality thereof, might go some way in mitigating the legitimate reservations
vis-à-vis third-party countermeasures and could, possibly, contribute to strengthening the determinacy
of the legal framework.
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Na ion o an o he di p e e lemen in
men o hich i i a pa . See D af A icle 12 in ILC, Fo h epo on S ate
responsibility, by Mr. Gaetano Arangio-Ruiz, Special Rapporteur, (1992) vol. II(1) Yb. I.L.C., at 22 (and see ibid., pages 13 ff
for an overview of State practice in support of such requirement)). This provision was eventually watered down to a
eq i emen ha he S a e aking co n e mea e f lfil i obliga ion nde an di p e e lemen p oced e applicable
between it and he e pon ible S a e (A . 50(2)(0) ARSIWA).
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But see, for a (perhaps overly) critical appraisal of the reporting requirement under Article 51 UN Charter: J.A. Green,
The A icle 51 epo ing eq i emen for self-defen e ac ion , (2015) 55 V.J.I.L., pp. 563-624.
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Forthcoming in Larissa van den Herik (ed.), Research Handbook on UN Sanctions and International
Law (Edward Elgar Publishing)(2016)
5. Conclusion
A e plained in he p e en chap e , he concep of anc ion i nde ood in a io diffe en a .
In particular, it i ome ime defined b efe ence o a mea e objec i e (i.e., he aim o e pond o
a breach of international law), the identity of the author (i.e., an international organization) or the
nature of the measures involved (economic sanctions and a ge ed anc ion ).
In the end, the notion does not have a single established meaning in international law, but can refer to
measures that are fundamentally different from a legal perspective. Various factors are relevant in this
context: who is the author of the measures? (the UN Security Council, a regional organization or an
indi id al S a e ); a e he mea e a priori incompatible with a treaty or customary norm binding
upon the author?; are the measures undertaken in reaction to internationally wrongful conduct by the
a ge ed S a e?; if o, i he a ho of he mea e inj ed b ha
ongf l cond c ?; in he ca e of
an international organization, are the measures undertaken in accordance with the rules of the
organization, and are they undertaken against a Member State?; has the targeted State otherwise
consented to the possibility of becoming the target of the measures concerned?, etc.
Whether sanctions are ultimately lawful or not requires a case-by-case assessment. First, they may at
ime amo n o me e nf iendl e o ion ha b and la ge emain belo he ada of in e na ional
law. It may be a complex exercise, however, to ascertain whether or not sanctions do or do not
contravene any treaty or customary obligations binding upon the author. For instance, the precise
extent to which the non-intervention principle or the international law of jurisdiction limits the
permissible scope for such sanctions remains unclear. Second, in the alternative, sanctions can be
lawful because they are undertaken pursuant to a binding Chapter VII resolution of the UN Security
Co ncil, beca e he a e nde aken b an inj ed S a e o o gani a ion p
an o he ARSIWA
and DARIO rules on countermeasures, or because they find their legal basis in some lex specialis
regime or are otherwise consented to by the targeted State. An important grey area nonetheless
remains. In particular, as explained in the final section above, the legality under general international
law of third-party countermeasures undertaken to protect community interests remains shrouded in
mystery. In light of the multitude of variables involved, it is uncertain whether State practice can be
expected to provide clarity in the near future.192 The international legal framework governing the
recourse to sanctions however that term be understood will nonetheless remain fundamentally
incomplete as long as no greater clarity is shed on this outstanding issue, leaving the recourse to
economic sanctions at least partly to the mercy of political considerations and power games.

192

And with the ILC having ci c m en ed he i e, one ho ld pe hap look o he in i ible college of in e na ional
lawyers (esp. in the form of its more visible manifestations such as the International Law Association or the International
Law Institute) to press for answers.
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